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This chapter is divided into two sections. The first one is the summary of the main points presented in the previous chapters. The second is the suggestions related to the study of the language varieties as used in teenager magazines under report.

5.1. Summary

This study was done on the purpose to find the language varieties mostly used in the teenager magazine as well as the factors that influence their uses.

After getting the data from *Aneka* and *Kawanku* magazine, the writer then analyzed them by using some procedures systematically. First, she analyzed each data based on the supporting theories and the sub-units in order to figure out the factors influencing the language varieties used in each word, phrase and sentence which were taken as the data from the magazines. The second, she classified the data into their proper theories and sub-units in the form of tables. And finally, the writer gave the interpretation on how far the language culture, the choice of word, the language style, the language function, particle and the teenagers' psychological background have influenced the language varieties as used in teenager magazines.

The findings showed that there are seven different kinds of language varieties used in the teenager magazines. They are Jakartanese, Ngoko Javanese, colloquial, slang, abbreviation, English and Indonesian. Moreover, there are five
factors that influence the language varieties as used in teenager magazines. They are language culture, the choice of words including language particles, the language style, the language function and the teenagers' psychological background. The writer also did the interpretation as follows:

*The Language Culture*

The language culture of the readers influences the language varieties used in the teenager magazine. So, it is the readers' language cultural need to use Javanese and Jakartanese dialect expressions, for most of them are from Java Island including Jakarta City.

*The Choice of Word*

The readers' choice of word influences the language used in teenager magazines. It means that the choice of words in the teenager magazines should suit the teenagers' language needs. Therefore, colloquial, abbreviation, slang and English were used in teenager magazine for they fulfil the readers' language needs.

*The Language Style*

It is the teenagers' language needs as the readers to have informal and very informal language style for this very favorable style makes an interesting and not monotonous or clumsy speech.

*The Language Function*

The language function is one of the factors that influences the language varieties as used in the teenager magazines. Since the main purpose of the magazine as a media is to give information, the referential function was applied the most. To build a good communication and interaction with the readers, there are also affective, directive,
phatic and some other functions such as language used to convince, to get information and to advise.

The Teenagers' Psychological Background

It is the teen's psychological background that determines the language needs of the teenagers the most. Since they prefer interesting and at least up to date language expressions to monotonous or clumsy language, there is more than one language varieties were applied with mostly informal and very informal style.

5.2. Suggestions

The writer realizes that this study has been conducted in a short time so that the results might lack findings in details. She therefore encourages and suggests the next other researchers who are interested in studying about the teenagers' language especially the teenagers' language varieties as used in teens' magazines to discuss this deeper especially for the language culture and the choice of words.